






The purpose of this application will Secure Klickitat county’s needed 
infrastructure to address Fire, cold, wind storms, extreme heat, black outs and 
overloads 

A single phase closed loop connection followed by a three phase closed loop 
system will address the above issues as per the attached PUD letter.  

There is only a 2400 foot gap between Fred Heany’s transformer and Ben 
Strackany transformer.  In order to efficiently close that gap the PUD has chosen a 
more direct route ditch and boring a closed loop as shown in attached exhibits. 

Geo tech stability analysis provides assurance that this route can use the gentle 
topography over the entire route via ditch or boring and stay well within slope 
stabilities.  The route assures no interference with the new Courtney road project.  
The ditch depth of 40 inches and width of 3 feet is in compliance with Washington 
State standards.  This plan also saves 4002 cubic yards of excavation.  The above 
width and depth is adequate room for Electric lines repair and addition to water, 
telemetry lines. 

The second purpose is Fire Protection to repair and refurbish an aging water 
system and enhancing the uses of a pond on my property granted by the US 
Forest Service 37 years ago and later access to my well on the same property 

The pond/Reservoir as part of the waterworks it is important for this resource to 
be more then an occasional wet spot.  I put in pipes too and from the surplus 
runoff water and to no avail it would not hold water.   I will need to need to 
return the bottom to smooth by disking, install a bladder as forest service has 
does for the preemptive fires.  I can the seal the bottom with a bladder I will fund 
myself & or work with the Forest Service & or the fire district.  The subsequent 
reservoir could hold up to one million gallon.  With the Courtney road widened 
Fire trucks would not have to drive 3 miles up Courtney road to reach any place 
on Burdoin Mountain.  With this complete the pond should be reclassified as a 
Reservoir.       

Visible Equipment Site Detail The only visible change will be the Vaults with or 
without transformers (Two) 5000 gallon replacement reservoir color Forest 
Green, and one existing 10,000 gallon leaking with electrolysis left for stand by 
emergency. The above dimensions & details are 1 inch to 10 feet.   



 

Repairs & refurbishing a reservoir with 37 leaks, recently patched, needs help and 
replacement, well head and power lines at the same time could utilize a portion 
of the ditches & provide a fire break in that area approved for a utility line by the 
forest service.  Ben Strackany & Fred Heany are herein granting the easement 
shown on Exhibit A on Each of their individual property for the purpose of putting 
in place a single phase closed loop followed by a three phase in approximately the 
area outlined on Exhibit A.  Fred Heany reserves the right to make repairs and 
replacement as shown including the use of ditches and telemetry as located and 
shown on the Exhibits.   At my expense and the counties all four sides of my 
property has been surveyed and staked likewise all of Ben’s property has also 
been surveyed and staked.  A Northern portion has withheld staking due to traffic 
interference.  When the closed loop is finished the PUD will re survey and stake 
that portion of the remainder. 

With the exceptions of telemetry, Equipment Vaults, two replacement  
Reservoirs, & existing standby emergency 10,000 gallon Reservoir everything is 
underground.  A site detail on this above ground physical change has been 
provided on a Scale of 1 inch per 10 feet,  

Existing use of parcel: water works, forest management, recreation Use of 
adjoining property: All the above plus, homes, livestock grazing, vineyard, other 
crops, hay, hiking, swimming pools.  There is a want to be pond/Reservoir on the 
South East part of Fred Heany’s 20 acres.  It was approved for our recreational use  

Two new 5000 gallon reservoirs will be placed on a level portion of the crest 
compacting adding gravel & compacting again prior to adding 6 inches of 
concrete.  The existing skid road extending west to the county road will be 
maintained to a condition prior to recent logging. Weather dependent gravel 
would be added as needed for cleanup brush burning and equipment access.  
There are no cuts and fills or 10 % grades Also if necessary a second Skid road 
from Fred’s NE corner running westerly to the county road would get the same 
treatment all weather dependent. 
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VAULT SIZE & TYPE KPUDNO. "W" "L" "D"
4 X 4CONCRETE 76204848 5' 5' 3' 6
4 X 6 CONCRETE 73606060 5' 7' 3' 6
FIBERGLASS (ALL) 5' 5' 1' 8


